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BACKGROUND STORY

'My female shoe size is UK size 11
or 12. My feet are like sampans.'

Heng on trying to find suitable
footwear for his role as Zaza

Book it

LA CAGE AUX FOLLES

Where: Esplanade Theatre

When: July 20 to Aug 4, 8pm, with
3pm weekend matinees. No shows
on Mondays

Admission: $35 to $125 from Sistic
(go to http://www.sistic.com.sg or call
6348-5555)

NEXT STORY: The only guy in pole-dancing classes

Ivan Heng, 48
Vital statistics: 1.74m tall,
65kg

Role: Zaza in La Cage Aux
Folles, the award-winning
Broadway musical that is given
a local twist by Wild Rice.

By night, Zaza is the
be-sequinned drag queen diva
at La Cage Aux Folles, a
nightclub in Tanjong Pagar. By
day, he is Albin, partner of
nightclub owner George. When
their son John announces that
he is marrying the daughter of
right-wing politician D.D. Tan,
who wants to shut down
Singapore's colourful nightlife,
all hell breaks loose.

Fabulous quotient: Off the chart. Since playing a
gender-bending spy in M. Butterfly (1990), Heng
has not hung up his high heels, tackling a range of
roles from Emily Of Emerald Hill to an elderly
millionairess and socialite in The Visit Of The
Tai-Tai (2004).

What do you like best about going drag?
'The opportunity to see the world from a different
perspective. It's a privilege to empathise with the
women I play and it makes me a better human
being.

'Going drag also transforms the proportions of the
body with corsetry. It's a wonderful adventure and
I enjoy the process. It's about putting on the
greasepaint and going back to the circus.'

What do you hate most?
'The most painful thing is dieting. I'm a foodie and
I love my bak chor mee. Giving up things like that
is the hardest.

'Glen Goei, our director, says that Zaza can be fat. But Asian drag queens are very
different from Western ones. The Western ones have huge amounts of make-up. It
sometimes feels like they are making fun of women.

'For Asian drag queens, the idea is to be convincing, like in Thailand with their big
extravaganzas, and you're left wondering. There's intrigue and mystery. That's why I want
to be thin.

'Also, because my body is quite barrel-chested, it's easier to get into a Frederick Lee
creation when I have a waist and no stomach.

'It's easier to be stick-thin and then pad everything else up.'

What did you do to get ready for the part?
'I've been working out because the routines are very tough. The idea is to make them look
easy. I'm going for spinning classes twice a week. I stopped working out my arms. Lee's
gowns are all sleeveless and you can't chun bo (Cantonese for reveal) the man arms.

'I was 72kg. Now I'm 65kg. I want to be 64kg. It makes a difference. Tony Eusoff, who
plays George, has to carry me in some scenes. So it's also for his sake.'

Wax or shave?
'I shave my moustache and goatee, pluck my eyebrows and wax everything else.'

What did you learn about women when you first did drag?
'To quote the French feminist philosopher Simone De Beauvoir: 'One is not born a woman,
one becomes one.''

If you could be a woman for a day, who would you choose?
'The late Madam Kwa Geok Choo, wife of Minister Mentor Lee Kuan Yew. I want to know
what was going on in MM Lee's heart and soul... I find their love story so romantic.'

Who's your favourite character in drag?
'Dame Edna by Australian comedian Barry Humphries. She has an ability to connect and
she cuts across cultures, races, ages.'

Who would win in a fight: Zaza from La Cage Aux Folles or Maggie Lai from Purple?
'Maggie who?'
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Heng on trying to find suitable footwear for his role as Zaza
(above). -- PHOTOS: WILD RICE
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